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Summary 
Recently, a wide variety of econometrie analyses has been 
devoted to problems of spatial interactions. The presence 
of spatial autocorrelation, however, has caused many fric-
tions in econometrie estimation procedures. Therefore, the 
need of more adequate and adjusted analyses became apparent, 
particularly in case of dynamic spatial models. 
In the paper some new approaches to the estimation of spatio-
temporal models will be developed. After a survey of the 
present state of the art the attention will be focused on the 
use of generalized distributed lag methods to spatial and tem-
poral autocorrelation problems. It will be shown that only 
under specifie conditions a manageable estimation procedure 
via distributed lags can be developed. 
Next, another field will be explored, viz. the application of 
a generalized Markov chain analysis. This approach appears to 
lead to a meaningfui integration of temporal and spatial auto-
correlation. The contribution of Markov scheme analyses to the 
estimation of spatio-temporal interaction models will be clarified 
by referring to the efficiency and consistency properties of the 
parameter estimates of a spatio-temporal model. 
Finally, the problem of spatial interactions and spatial auto-
correlations will be analyzed in more detail by considering the 
spatial scale of interactions and autocorrelations. Specifie 
attention will be devoted to (dis)aggregation problems in spatial 
econometrie analyses. 
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1. Introduction 
In the past, dynamic econometrie models have been studied 
intensively, especially in areas like growth theory. Many 
econometricans attempted to cope with the related temporal 
autocorrelation problems by develóping adjusted estimation 
methods for dynamic models (like distributed lag methods, 
Markov chain methods and instrumental variable methods). 
Recently, a great deal of attention has also been paid to 
spatial autocorrelation problems. Two significant differences 
do exist between temporal and spatial autocorrelation. In 
case of spatial autocorrelation a certain phenomenon in 
space is influenced by the same phenomenon in other regions 
(with several spatial lags or spatial contiguity orders) 
from multiple and different directións. Secondly, there is 
also a reverse influence, so that a certain phenomenon in 
space influences in turn the same phenomena in contiguous 
regions. These differences can be illustrated by means of 
fig. l.a. and fig. l.b., where t and r refer respec1-
tively to the time period and the region concerned. An 
arrow indicates the direction of influence between the 
phenomena at hand. 
• > • » • » • 
t=l t=2 t=3 t=4 
Fig. l.a. Illustration of Fig. l.b. Illustration of 
temporal autocorrelation spatial autocorre-
lation 
The existence of autocorrelation gives rise to two problems: 
(1) how to measure autocorrelation?, and (2) how to treat 
autocorrelation in econometrie estimation procedures? These 
questions have been dealt with extensively in temporal auto-
correlation studies during the past. The recent use of spatial 
interaction and diffusion models has also led to much atten-
tion. jfi?r: autocorrelation in a spatial context. 
The authors wish to thank F.Palm for his valuable suggestions. 
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Contributions to the measurement of autocorrelation between 
spatially dispersed phenomena can be found among others in 
Bartels and Hordijk (1977), Cliff and Ord (1973), Fisher 
(1971), Geary (1968), Hordijk (1974), Hordijk and Nijkamp 
(1977), Moran (1950) and Paelinck and Nijkamp (1976). Normally a 
crucial role in spatial autocorrelation analysis is played 
by the so-called Moran coëfficiënt, which measures the degree 
of spatial autocorrelation. Suppose x is the value of a 
variable in region r at time t. Then a spatial lag opera-
tor Ls (with spatial lag s or contiguity order s) can be 
defined in the following way: 
(1.1.) L S x . - Z w*. x. „, 
ie A 
sr 
ri x,t 
where A is the set of all regions of contiguity order s 
(or spatial lags) with respect to region r, and where w ^ 
is a contiguity weight between region r and i satisfying 
the additivity condition: 
(1.2.) E ws. •"- 1 , Vr, Vs 
xeA 
sr 
This weight may depend on the distance and the length, of the 
joint boundary between region r and i (cf. Cliff and Ord 
(1973) ) , although sometimes only an unweighted specification 
of (1.1.) is" employed. Given relationship (1.1.), the Moran 
contiguity coëfficiënt of contiguity order s can be defined 
as: 
R 
Z (x -x )(L x ^-x ) 
s _ r-1 ' Z ' , Vs, Vt, (1.3.) M^ = 
R
 - 2 
S
 y
 (xr,t"xt> 
r=l ' 
where the average value x is equal to: 
1) When (1.3.) is used as a test statistic, the average of x has 
to be replaced by its expectation related to the probability 
distribution concerned. 
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1 R (1.4.) x t - 5 S *Tit 
r=l 
If in addition to spatial autocorrelation with a lag s 
a
^-
so
 temporal autocorrelation with a lag k is being analyzed. 
the Moran coëfficiënt equals: 
T R 
Z I (x -Jij (LSx
 t , -xj r,t t r,t-k t 
/i e \ M S - t=k+l r=l (1.5.) M^ » 
T R
 9 
ZI E '(x - x j z 
t=k+l r=l r,t t 
This coëfficiënt can easily be extended by incorporating two 
variables at different points in time (see also Martin and 
Oeppen (1975) and Hordijk and Nijkamp (1977)). 
By means of (1.5.) the significance of spatio-temporal auto-
correlation can be examined. It should be noted that the ele-
ments x may relate to both originally observed variables 
r
» t 
and disturbances of a spatio-dynamic model (see for example 
Bartels and Hordijk (1977)).The elements of (1.5.) can be 
included in a spatio-temporal autocorrelation matrix (see 
Hordijk and Nijkamp (1977, section 3) ). 
The measurement of autocorrelation can be considered as the 
first step of spatial econometrie model building. Once the 
existence of spatial autocorrelation has been shown, the 
question arises as to how to take account of spatial auto-
correlation in (dynamic) spatial models. This problem wil.1 
be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
2. Estimation of spatio-temporal models in the case of autocorre-
lation. 
A general specification of a (discrete) spatio-dynamic lineair 
model is: 
«•
i
-> w l**.**>.***i. i ^ V ' I ^ v 
P N p 
+ E I S^ _ (LPz_
 fc__) + e_ „ , 
p-ï n-1 r,n r,t-n r,t 
where x _ and z ^ represent the value of the endogenous and the 
r,t r,t r ° 
exogenous variable in region r at time t , respectively. The 
subscripts k,l,m and n refer to temporal lags, whereas the super-
2) 
scripts s en p refer to spatial lags. The element e repre-
sents a disturbanceterm. Equation (2.1.) states that the value 
of a variable in region r at time t is determined by the 
values of this variable itself (from both earlier time periods 
and adjacent regions) and by the values of an exogenous variable 
(also from both earlier time periods and adjacent regions). 
Glearly, instead of a single exogenous variable one might also 
introducé a set of exogenous variables. 
Relationship (2.1.) incorporates a whole set of parameters to 
be estimated. Frequently the number of degrees of freedom in 
econometrie estimation procedures is rather low due to lack of 
data, so that a reduction of the number of parameters is 
necessary. For example, in a recent study by Hordijk and Nijkamp 
(1977) the following reduced model was applied: 
(2.2.) x » a x „ , + g (Lx . . . 7
 r,t r r,t-k r r,t-k ) + -y z + e ^ 
r r,t-m r,t, 
where the spatial lag operator L was defined as unweighted 
average of the values of the endogenous variable from first-
order contiguous regions. 
2) It should be noted that the inclusion of spatial lag operators 
may be criticized, when these operators are related to a priori 
weighted contiguity effects, since the weights are essentially 
the outcome of the estimation procedure to be carried out (see 
also Arora and Brown (1976) ). It has to be added that the presence 
of 'endogenous variables from contiguous regions (lagged or unlagged) 
as explanatory variables leads to a simultaneous equation problem 
(cf. Dhrymes,Berner and Cummins (1974), Fair (1970) and Guilkey 
f1975') ï. 
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It should be noted that the parameters of (2.1.) and (2.2.) can 
also be interpreted as diffüsióri operators (a diffusion operator 
is a set of impulse-response parameters which transform an 
initial state of a spatial system into a new one;(see also . 
Curry and Bannister (1974), Tinline (1970) and Tobler (1973)). 
Such a diffusion operator is in general closely related to a 
mixed autorégréssivé-móving average model (see also Hordijk and 
Nijkamp (1977), and Jenkins and Watt (1968)). The autoregressive 
structure of such a model links the value of a variable to past 
values of itself, while the moving average links the value of 
a variable tó néighbóuring values of itself. Frequently, sta-
tionary spatio-temporal processes are to be assumed in order to 
assess the autoregressive-moving average structure on the basis 
of a limited amount of data. 
A basic problem is the estimation of the eoefficients in a 
spatio-temporal model like (2.1.) or (2.2.). Frequently a combi-
nation of time series and cross sections is used to estimate 
these eoefficients (see among others Balestra and Nerlove. (1966), 
Brillinger (.1975), Johnson and Lyón (1973) and Nerlove (1971) ). 
Va such a combination, however, the specific structural and 
behavioural influences of one region are hard to identify. In 
many situations, it appears to be necessary to estimate the rela-
tionships for each region separately on the basis of a time series 
for that region while taking.into account the existence of spa-
tial spill-over effects with respect to adjacent regions. 
In this case Zellner's theory on seémingly unrélatéd regressións 
is frequently suggested as a useful starting-point for estimating 
region-specific parameters (cf. Zellner (1962) ). It will be 
shown, however, that this method will give rise to unsurmoun-
table estimation problems in case of dynamic spatial spill-
over effects, especially in the case of region-specific para-' 
meters. Suppose the following linear model for each region r: 
(2.3.) X =A M e , •¥ 
-r r -r -r ' r 
where x is a (T x 1) vector of observations on the dependent 
variable, A a (T x H) matrix of observations on the. H inde-
pendent variables, 
3 a (H x 1) vector of regression parameters and sra (T x 1) 
vector of disturbance terms. By integrating all régions, (2.3.) 
can be written as: 
(2.4.) x = A g + e , 
where A represents a block-diagonal matrix with A as diagonal 
blocks. In the original Zellner approach constant variances and 
covariances are assumed (either temporal or spatial). Then Aitken's 
Generalized Least Squares method can be used to estimate § by 
means of the following best linear unbiased estimator b (at least 
for a given fi ): 
(2.5.) b = (A'ft^A)"1 (A' Q~l x), 
where ü is the total variance-covariance matrix of order 
(RT x RT). Due to the assumption of stationarity and. absence of 
serial correlation , Q can also be written in a block-diagonal 
form by means of Kronecker products. Then (2.5.) can be applied 
in a straightforward manner without any computational problem. 
It is clear, however, that dynamic spatial models of type (2.1.) 
may incorporate correlations between dependent variables or 
disturbances relating both to different time périods and to 
different regions. When after an equation-by-equation estima-
tion of (2.3.) both temporal and spatial correlation among the 
3) 
disturbances has been demonstrated , the corresponding variance-
covariance matrix required for a generalized least squares. 
procedure can be directly approximated according to the normal 
rules. 
3) Moments of the Moran coëfficiënt developed by Cliff and Ord 
(1973) are based on the fact that the model at hand has been 
estimated at a cross-section basis. Consequently, if we esti-
mate model (2.3.) equation-by-equation (that is, for each 
region a time-series), the abovi mgiments arelSot ..applicable. 
As, far as the authors know, moments fox Moran coefficxents in 
which disturbances froia different models are used, have not yet 
been derived. -
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An illustration of the structure of this variance-covariance 
matrix Si is given in (2.6.): 
1 R 
1 
2 
(2.6.) Si = 
R 
_ _ + — ( _ . 
_2£22}_. 
i ! N. 
n 
!niEi 
• M _ _ 
(Si-RR 
where the interregional sub-blocks f2 have the following 
structure: 
(2.7.) Q 
rs 
1 2 T 
1 V1 rs 0 1 2  Tra 
2 
rs 
0 • 
e • 
T • 
and where the elements » represent the individual variance-
covariance elements.These elements can be assessed on the basis 
of a equation-by-equation estimation of (2.3.) for each separate 
region. 
It is clear that a model like (2.1.) may give rise to both spa-
tial and temporal autocorrelation, so that (2.6.) has to be 
filled completely (or up to a certain contiguity order depen-
ding on the outcomes of the spatial autocorrelation test). 
Conslequently, the attractive Kronecker structure of the classi-
cal Zellner approach breaks down, since the whole matrix (2.6.) 
has to be inverted in order to apply (2.5.). 
In Hordijk and Nijkamp (1977) a model was estimated on the basis 
of quarterly provincial data for the Netherlands. This model 
gave rise to an fi-matrix of order (308 x 308). Such a matrix 
can only be inverted on a high-speed computer, but even then a 
considerable lack of accuracy may occur. 
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This implies that the abovementioned Zellner approach is less 
useful in case of spatio-temporal models, unless the assumption 
is made that either the spatial or the temporal variance-covar-
iance structure is constant. 
If a model like (2.1.) is estimated by means of (2.5.), still 
another problem has to be attacked. An ordinary least squares 
estimation of (2.1.), which is a necessary first step to apply 
a generalized least square estimation, will produce inconsis-
tent parameter estimates due to the presence of lagged endo-
genous variables at the right-hand side of (2.1.). This situa-
tion requires an adjustment of the estimation procedure, for 
example, by means of ah instrumental variable technique (cf. 
Balestra and Nerlove (1966), Efcundy and Jorgenson (1974), 
Koutsoyiannis (1973) and Nerlove (1971) ).This technique implies 
that the right-hand, lagged endogenous variables x . are 
XjC IC 
replaced by a linear combination of the lagged exogenous 
variables z ^ , ,, z . , „, ,z ,, , where the time lag 
r,t-k-l' r,t-k-2' ' r,t-k-u ö 
u may be chosen so as to guarantee a best fit between 
x , and the series of exogenous variables, i.e., 
(2.8.) x
 i . , = k r i + k 1 z ^ , , + ...+ k z „ . + n ^ . r,t-k 0 1 r,t-k-l u r,t-k-u r,t-k 
This relationship can be estimated by normal regression methods. 
It is clear that the instrumental variable approach can also be 
used for lagged spatial models and for combined spatiotemporal 
models, so that lagged endogenous variables from contiguous regions 
can also be taken into account. It should be noted, however, that 
the introduction of the instrumental variable technique may be use-
ful to arrive at consistent parameter estimates, but that the 
computatiónal problems inherent to the spatiotemporal covariance 
structure are not solved. 
Alternative methods to tackle the latter problem will be discussed 
in more detail in section 3 and 4, where attention will be paid to 
distributed lag models and Markov chain models. 
The use of distributed lag methods for spatiotempor-al models. 
3.1. DisSEitHiSÉ-ISS-SSËiil-I-SiSË-ËSEiiË 
In econometrie theory the use of distributed lag models is well-
known (see Dhrymes* (1971) and Koyck (1954) a.o.). 
Starting with the Standard equation: 
2 (3.1.) y^ = a + bx„ + Xbx„ , + X bx„
 0 + + u (t= 1 T)s. t t t—1 t— 2. t 
Koyck's transformatron leads to 
2 
(3.2.) Xy j= Xa+ Xbx , + X bx „+ ••• + ^u,._i 
Substracting (3.2.) from (3.1.) produces 
(3.3.) yt = (1-X)a+ X y ^ + bxfc + (u^Xu^j). 
Model (3.3.) has several drawbacks, inter alia autocorxelation of 
the error terms , the lagged endogenous variable y
 1 is not indepen-
dent of the error term and OLS estimates are biased and inconsistent. 
In econometrie literature several methods are proposed to overcome 
these difficulties (Almon (1965), Cagan (1956), Liviatan (1963), 
Nerlove (1956), Tsurumi (1971)*). 
3.2. 5±Ë.£Ei^H£iÉ_Ia.S_S2ÉËiS_I-.-£ES!ËisI_£E2s.s-_s.e.££i2S 
It seems an obvious generalization to apply distributed lag theory 
to spatial models. Replacing time lags by spatial lags, equation 
(3.1.) can be written as 
(3.4) y = a+bx + Xbc. x + X bc x + + XHJC, x + u (r=l,. .*. ,R), 
r r —Ir— — „ o— -^ cr— r ' 2r 
i 
where JCL denotes a row (r) of the k-th order contiquity matrix C, 
and K the maximum order of contiquity in the actual spatial system. 
The matrix C. is an R x R matrix with e = l,if regions r and s are 
contiguous of k-th order,and e = Ö if not. e
 ' rs 
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The main differences between the time lag model (3.1.) and the spatial 
lag model (3.4.) are: 
- variable x , (1= 1,2....) is replaced by variables c. x 
t_l —kr — 
(k=l,2,....,K) illustrating that we switched from a one-
dimensional temporal model to a multi-dimensional spatial 
model (see Figures la and 1b). , 
- variable x , is a single variable, while the spatial 
generalization is a compound variable. When regions p, q 
t 
and s are first order contiguous to region r, £, 2c equals 
•x + x + x . Simultaneously, x , x , as well as x may be 
P q
 s P q s 
elements of, for instance, e' ' x. 
—I-v — the infinite series x , (1=1,2,....) has no infinite 
generalization in space, as coi 
borders of the spatial system. 
't-1 ^-*»fc»-
contiquity terminates at the 
At first glance the spatial variant of the Koyck transformation 
(3.2.) might be: 
(3.5.) Xe, y = Xa + Xbc, x + X bc, x +....+ X bc x 
—i r-"- —1 r— — L X — ' —jjji— 
K+1 ' ' 
+ X b
^K+l ,i2 + X^ltH ( r = 1 »• • • »R) 
Equation (3.5.) can be derived from equation (3.4.) by pre-multiplying by X 
and by replacing all subscripts denotingeóntiquity order fc (k=0,l ,2,.. .K) by 
subscripts denoting contiquity order k+1. Matrix O. , equals the 
null-matrix because no region is contiguous of order K+1 to any 
other region. Consequently, the one but last term of equation (3.5) 
vanishes. 
Subtraction leads to 
(3.6) y- - (I-X)a+ XcJry + bxr + (ur - ^ j ^ ) (r=l, ,R) 
which seems an obvious generalization of equation (3.3.). 
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However, the procedure described above is not a meaningful 
one. A substitution of a spatial variable by its first-order 
contiguous variables does not necessarily require the same 
structural model. What in fact has been done can best be shown 
by using a matrix notation of model (3.4.). This equation can 
be written as 
? K 
(3.7.) y = a:^ + bx + XbC.x + X bC.x +....+ X bCjrX + u. 
y, x and ii being vee tors of length R and ]_ "• the unit vector 
( tf" - (1,1 D). 
The above transformation leads to 
\ 2 K 
(3.8.) XC.y = \a\_ + XbC.x + X bC„x + ... + X bCgX + XC.u 
which can only be derived mathematically from (3.7.) under very 
special circumstances. Starting from (3.7.) and pre-multiplying 
both sides with XC. produces 
2 K 
(3.9;) XC.j_ = XaCji_ + XbC}x + X bCjC x + ... + X 'bCjCLjX + 
K+1 
X bCjCj^ x + XCjU 
Equations (3.8.) and (3.9.) are only i.dentical if the conditions 
(3.10) CjCk =Cfc+1 ( k= 1,2,....,K) 
are satisfied. This will almost -never be true in practice. 
Consequently, generalizing the dxstributed lag concept in the way 
described above does not lead to useful results. 
One way out of this problem might be found by using Boolean 
matrix multiplication instead of the normal algebra. Lebart (1966) 
pointed out that there exists a relationship between C, and C, . 
(and thüs between CL and C, ) in a Boolean way. When we define 
a matrix D.= C + I, a general expression for the contiguity matrix 
of order k is; 
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(3.11.) C^ - Dj ( k )- D j ( k _ 1 ) (k- 1,2,...,K) 
(k) 
with D. denoting Boolean mültiplication. Howevèr, it is not 
clear at all how to use this relationship in solving the problem 
of generalizing the distributed lag theory to spatial models. 
This sterns also from the fact that the Boolean mültiplication C,y_ 
produces the unit vector. 
Consequently, there is no straightforward generalization of the 
distributed lag concept, except in very odd cases. Clearly, however, 
it is possible to use a specification like (3.6.) (with an 
uncorrelated error term), but not in the context of distributed lag 
theory. 
ƒ 
The results achieved above on spatial models hold a fortiori 
for spatiotemp.oral-~ models. Although it is possible to extend models 
like (2.2.) to include higher order time lags and higher order 
spatial lags, it is not possible to use the distributed lag concept 
except under very special restrictions. The restrictions include 
not only the relations (3.10.), but also the combined intertemporal-
spatial equality of the geometrie lag parameters. Consequently, 
only if the spatial structure obeys (3.10.) and if the time lag 
parameter (say X ) equals the spatial lag parameter (say X ) a 
t r 
generalization of distributed lag theory to spatiptèmppral" models 
]s_meaningful. It is obvious that in practice this will hardly ever 
be true.Therëfore, our conclusion is that distributed lag theory 
offers only a minor contribution to the estimation of spatiotemporal 
models, so that it may be worth while to investigate alternative 
methods. 
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4. The use of Markov schemes for spatio-temporal models» _ 
Another way. of introducing spatial and temporal dynamics into the 
foregoing models is the use of a Markov approach. Hereafter we wilï 
refer tQ the well-known time-series approach (section 4.1.), 
make a generalisation to cross-section analysis of regions (section 
4.2) and combine cross-section and time series (section 4.3); 
4.1 Markov schemes in time-series. 
Given the general linear model 
(4.1.1) y_ = Xg + y_ 
one may assume that the disturbances are generated by a process which 
is described by the following equation 
(4.1.2)' yt••- pyt_j + e t (t = 2, ,T), \p \ < 1 , 
where the e's are uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and ,, 
2 
variance er.. Equation (4.1.2) describes a first-order autoregressive 
process. It has been shown (see Theil (1971, p. 250-253)) that the , 
covariance matrix of u can be written on 
ox-~v-
(4.1.3) E (y y') = g2 V with q* - 1=P' and 
(4.1.4) V 
ï : 
P 
P 
1 
T-l 
T-2 
T-l 'T-2 :T-3. 
P-;~ ' 1 
Consequently, if the y's are generated by a first-order autore-
gressive process with |p| </l, their successive autocorrelation co-
efficients decline geometrically. 
The inverse matrix of V is known to be a band matrix that can be 
written as the product of two simple triangular matrices, P and P' 
(V_1 = P'P): 
-]4-
(4.1.5) 1 - -p o 
u 2 
- p 1+p -p 
# • -
v_1= , 
o 
i 
i 
~p 
1 
1 
1+p 
N. 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 
0 
o o 0 
and: 
(4.1.6)-
1-P 
\ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
l+p2-p~ 
-p 1 
• H * S 0 o . . . o o 
-p. 1 o -> .. - o ö 
0 
1 
-p 1 . . . o o 
* 
o o 0 * • • -p" 1 
This result indicates that OLS can be applied to the transformed mo-
del 
(4.1.7) PY = PX£ + Py 
because the disturbances Pu now have a scalar covariance matrix. 
4.2 Markov_ s cheme s_ in_r eg ional_cro s£^ s ec t ioris 
Again we may start with a general linear model like (4.1.1), 
the vectors being now of length R ( the number of regions). A first-
order regional Markov scheme can be denoted by 
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(4.2.1) 9J~jr K. + e r (r • 1 R) \o\<i , 
(4.2.2) 
(4.2.3) 
or in matrix notation 
H f ^ ci ü + £• 
Equation (4.2.2) leads to 
£ - (I - gGj) -1 
and 
(4.2.4) E (u) - E ( I - gCj) £ - 0, 
(4.2.5) E (u ii') E (I - OfCj^e. £' (I - ^GJ)^1 
"'.^Fhr^ï^t1"^'7! 
, 2 5-. O V 
e 
Supposed the e's are uricorrelated random variables with zero mean and 
. 2 
variance er. (ef, Hordijk and Paelinck (1975)), It is easy to calculate 
the inverse matrix of V and to find the matrix P: 
(4.2.6.) V"1 - (I-crCj) (I- aCj) 
(4.2.7.) P = (I-aCj) 
Consequently,a transformation like (4.1.7) can be carried out, after 
which OLS can be applied to the transformed linear model. 
4.3. Markov_ s chemes_when_combining_ t ise3^i«s_and_cross-sect ions 
In an earlier paper (Hordijk and Nijkamp (1977)) the authors presented 
the model: 
(4 .3 .1 . ) j _ r = Xr_6r + y_r ( r= l , R) 
with y_ , £• vectors of length ï 
—r 
a matrix (T x. K) 
a vector (^  x .1) 
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In addition to equation (4.3.1) we propose an additive combined spatio-
temporal Markov scheme (other-assümptiohs may be possible as veil): 
(4.3.2) vrt == P V t - 1 + a-ir-^t;+ ert (rs*! Rï t"J» T ) 
or: 
(4.3.3) y_t = P £t_! + er C ^ + £ t 
withu^ = (wlt y2t uRt) andjj m (eJt ^ e ^ . 
-iNote that the vectors are ordered according to time-periods and not 
-.. according to regions. This has been done for mathematieal convenience. 
Equation (4.3.3) leads to 
(4.3.4)
 Efc = p(I - a-Cj)"1 Et_3 + (I - crCjf1 £ t 
- .PA £^3 +"Aet-
where A is defined as 
(4.3.5) A - (I. - crCj)"1 
Repeated substitution in (4.3.4) produces an expression for IJL 
(4.3.6) « ! f»T AT+1 e ' 
—1= T=0 - —t-T 
co T T 
= A E O A £__ 
T=0 i- _ ^ _ j 
A zero-^ean assumption on the e's naplies that ^  has al so zero mean. 
The coyariance matrix can be derived in the following way. First we find 
the elements of the main diagonal of the covariance matrix. 
(4.3.7) E (Et ^ p = E [A.(.£t +p A £ t_j + ) (£J. + p e ^ A' +....) A'H 
- E [A(£t £j +p2A£t_:1 £^_jA' + ) A1 + 
A ( c r o s s - p r o d u c t s ) A'_| 
= er2 A ( I + p 2 AA' + p4A2 A ' 2 + ) AT 
= 0 2 A ( I - p 2 AA ' ) " "^ ' 
= a 2 V 
e 
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About the above derivation some remarks should be made. The first is that 
we did not use a symmetry property of matrix A and thus of matrix C,« If 
-2 2 —1 C. = C! the covariance matrix V might be written as V • (A -••# I) 
. 2 
A second remark concerns the infinite summation I+j? AA'+ This 
2 — 1 2 
sum equals (I - p AA') only if the eigenvalues of p AA' are less than 
one in absolute value. Under certain conditions this will hold true, which 
will be proved in Appendix A. 
Other parts of the covariance matrix are derived as follows 
(4:3:il)E(£t' ^_j) = E[A(£fc + p Ae t - 1*....)<|J_ ]+p^ 2 A* + )A'~! 
- '<*2V [A<p A + p 3 A 2 A ' + fy 5 A 3 A' 2 + )A']| 
= a 2 . pA2 ( I + p2AA' + )A' 
- o
2
 p A 7 
and in a simular way one can derive 
;(4.3.12) ECpt £^+1) = o2 p V A' 
or in general when s >_ Q 
(4.3.13) E(u y»' ) = 4 P S A S - V ^ • 
— t — t — s - e ~ ••-•_• . • - . • - • < - ••: 
(4.3.14) E ( y t ^ + g ) = a2 pt v ( A»)S 
2 
This leads to a covariance matrix a U with 
e 
(4 .3 .15 ) 
U = 
V 
pAV 
P2A - \ 
PVA' 
V 
PAV 
•18-
2 2 
PZVA ,Z 
pVA' 
V 
P V(A') 
•T-l T-l 
p A V 
and 
r
 -1 2 V +P I 
( 4 . 3 .16 ) 
if1.-
•P(A') 
O 
O 
o 
•1 
-PA"1 
(AA ' ) _ 1 fP 2 I 
-PU*)"1 
-1 
-PA 
(AA')""1-)-?2! 
HAA')~1+P2I -PA"1 k(AAf) 
- P ( A ' ) " 1 (AA')"
1 
Again it is possible to express the inverse covariance matrix as a product 
P'P with 
V* 0 0 0 0 
(4 .3 .17 ) -.Pi A ' 1 0 » 4 
P = 0 
* 
9 
- P I A" 1 
\ 6 
* 
* 
0 
0 
•v 
A"1 
- P I 
0 
A"1 
(see Dubbelman, Abrahamse and Koerts (1972) for the meaning of the square 
root of a matrix). 
As in section 4.1,it is possible to transform the model in such a way that 
it is allowed to apply O.L.S. 
Suppose we started with the model 
(4.3.18) Z t - X ^ + j ^ 
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then the transformation of j . leads to 
(4.3.19) x* - {Ad - P^AA1 r V r ^ i j . 
and the transformation of j (t«=2,...,T) prodtices 
(4.3.20) zJ-Cl-aCj)
 Zfc - p ^ . , , 
while similar transformations hold for X (t=l,...,T). 
As we stated in equation (4.3.1) the model we use is a model with 
constant parameters over time and varying through spaee. It will 
be clear that the covariance matrix belonging to this model is a 
2 
matrix consisting of R blocks of order T x T. The matrix ü we 
2 derived before consists of T blocks of order R x R. However, the 
covariance matrix we need in the present case (cf.(4.3.1)) cannot 
be expressed in an elegant way like (4.3.15). Therefore we propose 
the following way to arrive at transformations like (4.3.19) and 
(4.3.20). 
Estimate (4.3.1) and derive consistent estimates of p and a. Then 
we find U as in (4.3.15). The covariance matrix U* we look for can 
easily be derived from U, 
(4.3.21) U*= ZUZf 
where Z is a spatiotemporal permutation matrix incorporating RT 
unity vectors e . (consisting of zero elements except the i-th 
element which contains one) of length RT 
(4.3.22) Z = (ej e T + ] £ 2 T + ].. .e ( R_ ] ) T + ]. e 2 eT+2-. .e(R_])T+2j \^2r ' 'ha? 
The inverse covariance matrix then equals 
(4.3.23) (T3*)"1 - (ZUZ')"1 - (Z')_1 U*1 Z_1 - ZU_1Zf 
because the permutation matrix Z is an orthogonal matrix. 
The transformation matrix P is replaced by P* .. 
(4.3.24) (TJ*)"1 - Zlf !Z f = ZP'PZ' - (PZ')' (PZ*) - (P*)r P* 
so that we are allowed to apply OLS to the model 
- 20 -
(4.3.25) PZ'y_ - PZ' X§ + PZ*V 
with
 Z' = (ZJ ... ZR). 
ê — (B, • • • Br,) X = 
E' = (H5 ••• HR) 
The foregoing procedures demonstrate that Markov chains are useful 
tools in spatiotemporal models. Given some fairly general conditions, 
an appropriate extended GLS method can be derived for estimating 
the parameters of a spatial dynamic model. 
It should be noted that the properties of the Zellner 
procedure as applied above are well-known for models with fixed 
regressors and serially uncorrelated disturbances. In that case, 
the Zellner estimator is equivalent to the maximum likelihood (M.L.) 
estimator, when Q is known. In case Q is not known, the Zellner 
procedure is asymptotically equivalent to the M.L.estimator. In the 
presence of lagged endogenous variables and serially correlated 
errors, the Zellner procedure is not efficiënt. One has to itérate 
to get the M.L. estimates. The estimates may even be less efficiënt 
than those obtained from a single equation procedure. 
For further discussions on these problems, see, among others, 
Parks (1967), Kmenta and Gilbert (1970) and Guilkey and Schmidt (1973). 
4.4. 5Ë£i5ê£i°S_EE2£B^ ÏÏ£ê 
In a basic paper about estimation of seemingly unrelated 
regressions Kmenta and Gilbert (1970) compared six alternatives to 
estimate seemingly unrelated regressions with autoregressive 
disturbances. In this section we briefly review the methods used 
by those authors and point out why we choose a particular estimation 
method. 
The first method mentioned is simple O.L.S. applied to 
each equation separately. The second is Zellner's two-stage Aitken 
method (ZEF)(cf.Zellner (1962)). In the case of contemporaneous correlation, 
estimates of regression coefficients obtained via ZEF are consistent 
and have smaller asymptotic variances than the O.L.S. estimates. When 
the disturbances are autocorrelated (as in our case), the ZEF estimates 
are not asymptotically efficiënt. The next four methods all lead to 
\ 
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asymptotic efficiënt estimators. The methods are based on the fact 
that consistent estimators of the parameters p and o (cf.equation 
(4.3.2.)) lead to asymptotic efficiënt estimators of the parameters 
6 (cf.equation (4.3.1)). The methods differ in the way the consistent 
estimator of the autocorrelation coefficients p and o is obtained. 
The third method is called ZEF-OLS (three stage Aitken method) 
and was proposed by Parks (1967)). In this method the coefficients 
of autocorrelation are obtained from O.L.S. residuals. 
The fourth method is called ZEF-ZEF (four stage Aitken method). 
The consistent estimates of p and a are obtained from the residuals 
resulting from Zellner's two stage Aitken procedure. 
The fifth method , nonlinear three stage Aitken (ZEF-OLNEST) 
estimates the autocorrelation coefficients for each eqauation by 
nonlinear least squares. 
The sixth and last method is a joint linear estimation 
method (JOINTEST). This involves simultaneous estimation of the autocor-
relation coefficients tögether with all regression coefficients of the system. 
Kmenta and Gilbert (1970) carried out a sampling experiment 
to investigate the relative efficiency of the estimators mentioned 
above»^As to small sample properties JOINTEST turned out to be the 
best (based on relative efficiency) with ZEF-ZEF being second best. 
Based on Kmenta and Gilbert's statement that "the computation of 
JOINTEST estimates is very time-eonsuming and may well be prohibitive 
if the number of equations is larger than two" the present authors prefer 
;fehe use of the ZEF-ZEF method. 
It should be noted that the prove of the estimates of p and er 
to be consistent estimators has not been given and is left to further 
investigation. 
The above procedures are only applicable when no lagged 
endogenous variables are present. If the model (4.3.1) contains such 
variables other estimation procedures are in order. To reach efficiënt 
estimates of the parameters g the following iterative procedure 
can be used. Start with a consistent estimator using an instrumental 
variables method for 3 , estimate p and 0 (equation 4.3.2) from 
the residuals, find the covariance matrix TJS (equation; 4.3.21), 
estimate Br using equation (4.3.15), again estimate p and a from the 
residuals etc. A proof of efficiency of the parameters achieved 
in this way may consist of showing that the iterative process is a 
solution to the first-order conditions of the maximum likelihood 
function. 
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5. Spatial interaetio» and "aggregation. 
Spatial aggregation problems are becoming a matter of increasing 
importance, especially in the area of spatial interaction models 
(cf. Brown and Masser (1977)). It is clear that aggregation 
problems as sueh are extremely relevant for analyses of micro-
and macro-behaviour (cf. Theil (1954^(1972)). In a spatial context, 
zonal aggregations are once more important from the point of view 
of data collection, of spatial process analysis and of prediction 
of spatial flows. Therefore, in geographical studies focusing on 
trip distribution models, multi-criteria zonal delineations, 
gravity and entropy models, and spatial diffusion models much 
attention has been paid to problems of spatial aggregation and 
disaggregation (Batty (1976), Broadbent (1969), and Masser and 
Brown (1975)). Phenomena like migration, eommuting and freight flows 
are completely dependent on the zonal delineation, as far as their 
definition and size are concerned. 
Obviously, the abovementioned spatiotemporal models are also 
influenced by the level of zonal aggregation. The basic problem • 
of aggregation is to transform a set of micro relations between 
micro variables into a set of macro relations between macro variables 
in a consistent manner. Consistency implies here that an aggregation 
of micro relations should lead to the same result as the aggregated 
macro relations (see also van Daal (1977)). For example, assume a 
linear spatial 'micro' model: 
(5-1.) y. - S 6. x.. , 
r j=l J J r 
where y. and x.. are the dependent variable and the jth explanatory 
r r 
variable observed in subregion i belonging to area r (i = 1 ,...,1 ; 
r = 1, ..., R). Then a consistent aggregation would imply: 
( 5 . 2 . ) 
with:-. 
y r 
E B. x . 
J=l J J 
I 
r ( 5 . 3 . ) y r = E y. ï =1 r 
r r 
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and: 
I 
r 
(5.4.) x. - E x.. 
2X
 i ml J lr 
X X 
In the case of öbservations on y. , x. , y and x , models (5.«3 0 
r r 
and (5.3.) can be used to assess the aggregation bias v; 
I 
(5.5.) vr - ƒ y. - yr , 
V J r r 
where the symbol "represents the computed values of the pertaining 
variables. The foregoing aggregation bias can be calculated for a 
spatiotemporal model as a cross-section bias, a temporal bias or a, 
total spatiotemporal bias. 
It should be noted that in the case of spatial flóws the foregoing 
a ....... ^ 
consistency rules should be adjusted f or in.traregio.nal flows. For 
example, suppose y.. , is a flow from region i in area r to region 
I K 
. X S 
k in area,s. Then condition.(5.3.) should.be reformulated as: 
I K I K -f' 
r s r r 
(5-6) y = . I E y - Z Z y 
i -1 k =1 i k i =1 k =1 i k 
r r s s r s r r r r r r 
I K 
s s 
2' l y 
i =1 k=l i k 
S S S' S S S 
where y represents the flows between area r and s (cf. also 
Nijkamp t1976)). A similar condition can be specified for the 
explanatory variables. Further contributions to spatial aggregation 
problems and related topics can be found in Hordijk and Van der Knaap 
(1977)). 
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Appendix A 
In the derivation of equation (4.3.7) the property 
(A.l) I + p2AAf + p4A2A'2 + ... - (I - p2AA*)-1 
has been used. This will only hold if p + o < 1, which can be 
proved in the following way. 
Start with the matrix A = (I - aC.) . If C, has been scaled 
row-wise (i.e. C.ji = l) and if 0 < a < 1, then the matrix I - aC. 
is a matrix with a dominant diagonal and therefore the maximum 
eigenvalue of (I - aC.) is less than 1 + a while the minimum 
eigenvalue equals 1 - o. From this statement it follows that the 
maximum eigenvalue of (I - aC,) equals (1 - a) and subsequently 
2 . 2 —2 the maximum eigenvalue of p AA' is p (1 - a) . If this maximum 
eigenvalue is less than one, all other eigenvalues are also less 
than one. Therefore, a sufficiënt condition for (A.l) to hold 
true is 
(A.2)
 p
2(l -
 a)~2 < 1 or 
(A.3) p + a * 1 : (0 < CT < 1 , -1 < p < 1) 
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